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Graduation Day July 2018

It is a great honour to welcome all of you back for a new academic year. I am

writing this letter of introduction as the newly appointed Acting Principal for
Kingsley International School.
I have been teaching in Kingsley International School for seven years as the
Head of Humanities & Business Department. I dedicated myself to the field
of education for more than 20 years.
As an Acting Principal, I will make sure that we will continue to provide
challenging activities that will further help develop students to reach their full
potentials as well as to provide a secure and safe environment for all students
to study and excel.
I am looking forward to meet and get to know all of you.

Regards,
Mr. Renato Camaquin Dela Pena
Acting Principal
Head of Humanities
(Social Sciences and Prof. Studies Department)
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ince 2012, we have proudly seen our O Level students (Y11)
graduating and leaving us to start their “almost adult” life with big or small
educational institutes, either locally or overseas. It has never failed to
make us feel nostalgic – a sense of loss, that one of ours is going to leave
us forever. However, throughout the last few years, we are feeling less
“nostalgic” now – as not only do we stay constantly in touch, we are truly
proud to see the magic they are weaving - in all imaginable ways possible,
to map the adventures they are undertaking, making choices, reaching out
for their goals to be successful young entrepreneurs in life. Globally.
This year, Graduation Day July 2018 was a special day for the school. We
were able to see the safe passage taken by the 5th batch of Y10/Y11
students who were also graduating successfully after 18 months as KIS
pioneer A-Level students. They were joined by the graduating O-Level
class of Year 2017- 2018 (6th batch). It was a combination of success
stories – with potential leaders of tomorrow in the midst.
For all these graduants, there will be many memories to relish, great ideas
to be born, mistakes to make, lessons to learn, but most of all, there will be
opportunities to recognize and grab, challenges to accept and rewards to
claim.
The long journey for them is starting. For many of us, what we have set out
to do – to nourish and bring them to face unknown territories, is completed.
This is where we bid them a safe trip, may it be a smooth one and if it has
to be the road less taken, we know KIS’ students will be able to brave the
stony path well. They will now know that it was never and will not be about
remembering facts and figures, writing endlessly on exam pads, and meeting deadlines for project submissions.
It is now realization time for them – in knowing that to learn how to mind
map was good, but positive-mind setting and strategies to explore, engage
and achieve that will be most helpful.
For many parents, inclusive of myself, many of us are wondering what are
the options after their high school! It was indeed a challenge to have
walked this journey with them, but it was a happy and successful journey! I
am sure many of you are looking forward to see them complete another
successful journey in the horizon, and I am sure that, that is what is going
to happen! These children are on their way to make more magic!
Congratulations and may good luck travel with them all the way!
Congratulations to all the proud parents and Guardians!
Thank you for having choose Kingsley International School
– the magic began here!
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RMIT FOUNDATION STUDIES

Comic Genius - Tan Jin

“The strongest principle of growth lies in human choices – George Elliot (1819 – 1880)”
TAN JIN

H

He’s only ten but he has the art sense
at his feet! Gifted with a flair to draw,
his strokes are defined and refined!
Push a piece of white A4 paper and a
pencil into his eager hands, Tan Jin
can simply start to draw. His drawing
may not have reached the maestro
stage, but Tan Jin does not seem to
mind, he rarely is aware of his
surrounding, he rarely erased any
strokes undertaken, neither does he
seems to have the need to plan!

ow apt was George when
his famous quote tells us that in one
tiny fraction of a moment - the choice
we are making simply will also determines the journey of our lives!
Kingsley International School
has thus joined forces with the prestigious RMIT University, Melbourne to
offer its Foundation Study Program
which consisted of a full one-year (12
months) study program.
It offers two study foundation
courses – Science and Engineering
and the Business Program with an
awarding certification from the university itself as well as another from KIS.
With these certificates, graduating
students are thus able to apply for any
of the 45 Australian Universities,
anywhere in the world.

Gifted child artists can demonstrate their talents in different ways,
and it is important to realize that not every product they produce
will be outstanding. The use of multiple criteria for identifying
gifted children is important because students of different ages and
backgrounds may respond differently to artistic tasks.
The RMIT Foundation Study
in Kingsley International School is an
alternate choice for students between
the Cambridge A-Level (UK – 18months study program) available.
With excellent guidance offered by the
RMIT University for the Foundation
Study Program and CIE (UK) for the
A-Level Program, students are spoilt
for choice!
Both the programs are offered
to internal and external students, with
great value for tuition fees as well as
ample pastoral care. A separate entire
level in the 10-storey building has
been dedicated to both these two
programs to ensure these students are
able to lead more responsible lifestyle
as to their high school friends in the
school.
RMIT Foundation Study and
A-Level students are exempted from
curfew hours as well as having to wear
the normal school uniforms. Meal
Plans are optional but offered free for
their entire study year. A private
open-air study lounge is provided for
their own pursuit of doing their studies
or assignments or simply to relax.

Classrooms are big, airy
and comfortable and class-size are
purposely small to ensure maximum learning and teaching takes
place. With its pilot KIS A-Level
project successfully undertaken,
saw 100% success passing for its
A2 exams for its 2016-2018 KIS
cohort.
Teachers are trained and
guided to adhere to international
standard. They are consciously
aware that their core responsibility
is to see achievement for each
individual. Students’ progress is
mapped for comprehension of
each course undertaken.

AN ART GENUIS IN THE MAKING
Tan Jin’s drawings have drawn many admiring glances his way but
he is acutely, unaware of his own potential. His concentration span
when he’s busy drawing away is intense and he is seldom disturbed
by his noisy environment.

LIFE’S GREAT SURPRISE
“Without continual growth
and progress, such words as
improvement, achievement
and success have no meaning
– Benjamin Franklin
(1706 – 90)”

If you are interested in either of the two programs above, do not hesitate to contact our FO staff
for more information (+03 5481 6090) or drop a note to: enquiry@kingsley.edu.my.

His artistic giftedness includes
qualitative differences from the
norm, such as: expressive use of
line and shape, originality in
composition, and sensitivity to line
and colour.

